
Unique Glass Colors 
 

Non-Toxic Glass Colors – Project #1 
 

Wild Rose on Glass 

 
Supplies: 

8½" Square Single Strength Window Glass 
Appli-Kate Tool 
#2 Round Sableine Brush 
Glass Medium 
Non-Toxic Glass Colors in the following colors: 

White    Amber 
Sky Blue   Orchid 
Teal    Rose Pink 
Leaf Green   Coral 
Apple Green   Outline White in Squeeze Bottle 
Tulip    Outline Black in Squeeze Bottle 
Golden Orange 
 

Glass looks so fragile and complicated that most people are content to admire 
from afar, never realizing the enjoyment they are missing by not participating in 
this wonderful craft.  Complete at least one piece and see if you don’t agree that 
it is easy and rewarding! 

Let’s start by cleaning our glass square.  Scrub both sides of the glass with a 
powdered cleanser, such as Comet or Ajax.  Rinse well and dry with a paper 
towel.  Handle the glass by the edges to prevent fingerprints.  While decorating, if 
necessary to rest your hand on the glass, use paper towel to prevent smudges. 



Position the pattern under the glass. Shake the decorating bottle well and 
remove cap, twist on the metal tip over the plastic tip.  Test the flow and practice 
on a scrap of glass until you are comfortable with the bottle.  Trace on all 
outlines.  You will use the white outliner for blossoms, buds and the flower detail.  
Use black outliner for leaves and stems. 

While the outlines are drying you can prepare your colors for application.  Place a 
few drops of the Glass Medium out on a palette, depending on the amount of 
color you will use.  Add the powdered color and mix with palette knife until you 
have the thickness of cream.  Add a drop or two of water to thin to whole milk 
consistency.  Mixed colors should be thin enough to flatten out when applied to 
the glass.  If the color is too thick and the brush marks do not smooth out, add 
another drop of water.  You want the colors to flatten out to a smooth application.  
If colors tend to run when applied, add a bit more of the color.  
 
Mix only what you will use in a days time and discard any that is left.  Again, 
consistency is very important, as you want the color to flow from the brush, and 
flow together on the glass to heal all brush marks. 

Now for the easy part—— "Puddle" in the color of your choice to each flower 
petal, completing each before moving on to the next.  "Puddle" is a key word! 
Completely fill the brush and allow the color to flow from the brush, forming a 
puddle on the glass, and then push the wet color to the outline.  Color should 
always touch the outline.  Continue until all flowers are completed.  All centers 
are finished with the Golden Orange. 

Next we will color the leaves.  This will be a bit different as we will be shading as 
we go along.  I like to use two brushes, one for each color.  Choose Apple Green 
for your light color, with Leaf Green for the darker green.  Again we will complete 
each leaf before moving on to the next.  Puddle on the leaf green to the areas 
that you perceive to be in the shadow, such as under the blossoms, and etc. Pick 
up your second brush and fill with light green and flow on the highlights, allowing 
the two colors to touch.  Blend by "squiggling" or patting the two colors together.  
A bit of Golden Orange can be added to some of the leaf tips if you wish. 

It is a good idea to allow the piece to dry at this point to prevent accidents. 

Fill in all branches with Amber. 

Mix your background color. On this piece we will be using Peacock Blue, but a 
black or white background would also be very striking.  Start applying the 
background color in the small closed areas in center of design.  Complete all of 
the area before going on to the next, as you never want to apply wet color 
against dry color.  On the border area, choose a section where a stem is close to 
the edge of the glass and move around the piece, applying wet into wet, planning 



the application in such a way that you will not have to apply wet color against 
color that has dried. 

The decorating is finished!  Easy wasn’t it?  Granted, it does take time to 
complete a complicated piece like this, but to me, it is relaxing to just fill in colors 
without having to worry about brush strokes or painting on three coats. 

The final step———firing! You will see the flat, and easy to paint on, piece of 
glass become a shape with brightly colored designs.  Place the finished piece of 
glass, painted side up, on a prepared sagger.  I chose a square the same size as 
my glass, but you can use a round shape sagger if you would like.  The only 
rules here are——the glass must be smaller than the sagger shape you choose. 

Fire with a cone 015 in the Kiln Guard or to 1545° using a pyrometer.  Vent kiln 
lid one quarter inch throughout the entire firing.  Do not open kiln until it is 
completely cool to the touch. 



  

 

 


